Dear Valued Customer,

18 March 2020

In light of the spread of Coronavirus (COVID-19), and the impact this is having on the global Economy, on Supply Chains, and on Society itself, I would like to provide you with a brief update from the Daltonics division of Bruker-

Our regional logistics warehouses are well stocked with inventory to support your routine requirements. Our Logistics and Production capacity continues to operate, although we are of course monitoring events and following the guidance of Authorities at all times. We do not anticipate in the short term interruptions due to non-availability of Raw Materials.

We have taken steps to enable our Admin teams to work from home, to process and ship your orders without interruption, should that become necessary.

There remains of course considerable uncertainty as to how the Coronavirus (COVID-19) will spread, and how Governments & Health Authorities will react to control the spread.

Therefore, we recommend that you consider expediting your April and/ or May requirements, as a precautionary measure.

Should you have any questions, please contact your local Bruker Sales Office.

Yours sincerely,

Guy FRANCIS
Director of Global Supply Chain, Daltonics Division